
I decided to research the topic of raccoon hibernation after a Naturalist class I took last 

year. We were all assigned animals to "be", or learn about, and mine was the raccoon. 

At first, I was less than happy with what I considered to be a pest, but as I started 

learning more about them I realized that raccoons are actually beautiful, intelligent 

creatures. 

 

Before this, I didn't know much more about hibernation other than that bears and 

squirrels did it and it was like a long sleep. Some of this I learned from Spongebob. 

Needless to say, I wasn't exactly an expert on the topic, but I wanted to know more. So I 

combined ideas and decided to specifically research raccoon hibernation. 

At first, I thought this would be an easy yes or no question. Do raccoons hibernate? It is, 

in fact, not as simple as I thought. I went to the library and found books specifically on 

my topic, and found several reliable online sources about hibernation. Scientists argue 

about the fact, and the resources I've seen offer different answers, but after delving 

deeper and doing more research, I've found what I think is the most correct assessment 

of what exactly raccoons do in the winter. 

 

Let us start at what exactly hibernation is. "During hibernation, the animal's temperature 

drops, and it's breathing and heart rate slow. This sluggish slate is referred to as torpor." 

(Phyllis J. Perry, Animals That Hibernate) 

Many animals hole up in a den, burrow, or cave during the winter, and enter hibernation. 

The goal of hibernation is to use as little energy as possible. Their body temperatures, 

breathing, and heart rate drop, and they stop eating. "All of these things happen so the 

animal can use less energy." ( http://science.howstuffworks.com/zoology/all-about-

animals/hibernation.htm) 

 

Put at its simplest, raccoons do not hibernate. But, there are a lot of factors that play 

into this. The most important of these is the temperature. In warmer climates, raccoons 

can remain active all year, but in colder ones they can hole up in dens for weeks on end 

and fall into a sort of “torpor” resembling hibernation. They can also live off stored body 

fat, especially from their tail. Often raccoon families overwinter together in groups. "The 

length of hibernation varies by species and habitat. [...] Hibernators have an internal 

clock, a series of chemical reactions controlled by the hypothalamus of the animal’s 

brain." (http://earthsky.org/earth/how-do-hibernating-animals-know-when-to-wake-up) 

Raccoons are generally in this torpor for about four months a year. 

 

I think this was a very interesting question to answer, as it was a topic that I didn't know 

much about but was interested in, and I learned that even questions that I thought were 

“simple” had levels of complexity to them. I would like to know more about what other 
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animals do over the winter, like owls or dolphins or squirrels. I think this experience will 

be very helpful in writing future papers. 
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